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Why DSM?

Surface-initiated effects cause more than 90% of all

engineering product failures (wear, corrosion or fatigue).

The Made Smarter report estimated benefits of adopting

Industrial Digital Technologies to be upto £455bn in next

decade for UK manufacturing sector. The UK coating

manufacturing industry is worth £11bn and the related

products/applications £140bn. In spite of these high values,

it was apparent that coatings were not being widely

integrated at the design stage. Currently, no UK university

has all the required interdisciplinary expertise and there is

lack of connected knowledge in the area of digitalisation in

surface engineering. 

Digitalisation of Surface Manufacturing means being able to

represent in digital form all coatings and the processes by

which they are produced. The digitalisation of coatings is

vital to enabling full life-cycle assessment of coated

products and the sustainability implications of the coatings

applied, contributing to the long-term aims of resilient

manufacturing.

Surface manufacturing is important

Visit our website

www.digitalisedsurface

manufacutring.com

http://www.digitalisedsurfacemanufacturing.com/


Bridging the Gap
DSM along with SELF aims to bridge the gap between academia and industry to

build on a culture of collaboration and innovation. 

10 Feb- Feasibility studies-OPEN

25 Feb- Online course on Industry4.0

31 Mar- DSM Rising Stars Summit

Spring 2021- Joint event with UKMSN

Summer 2021- Joint event with AI3SD

Autumn 2021- Joint event with SELF

Winter 2021/22- Networking Event

Twitter:@dsm_network

LinkedIn: DSM Network

YouTube channel: DSM Network

Introductory Video at the MRE2020

DSM Network is not only building strong

relationships and achieving milestones; it is also

trying to raise ambitions in certain areas of

inter-disciplinary collaboration and innovation.

Upcoming Events

Monthly webinar- Last week of month

26 Feb, 1-2 pm- Nadimul Faisal

29 Apr, 1-2 pm- Gary Atkinson

Registration Link for webinars

Stay Connected and Follow Us

Help the network grow!

Social Media Connections

Hear our director talk about the Network

Oral Presentations: 10-15 min
Posters Presentations: 5 min

DSM Rising Stars Summit
Wednesday, 31 March 2021
Focused on Early Career Researchers
Postdoctoral and PhD candidates welcome!
Call for Abstracts 

Please send expression of interest (title and
abstracts) for oral and  poster presentations to
Pamila Sharma by 1 March 2021, 5 pm at the
latest. For More information please click HERE

R E G I S T E R

M O N T H L Y  W E B I N A R S

A B O U T  U S

R E C E N T  P O S T S

DSM interactions within UK over the last year

https://digitalisedsurfacemanufacturing.com/activities/feasibility/call-feasibility-2/
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/part-2-dsm-networkplus-free-on-line-digitalisation-and-industry-40-course-tickets-140058569953
https://twitter.com/Dr_Sally_Beken/status/1230488189187612683
https://www3.rgu.ac.uk/dmstaff/faisal-nadimul
https://fetstudy.uwe.ac.uk/~gaatkins/index.html
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/dsm-network-featured-webinar-tickets-141161727527
http://manchester.ac.uk/
https://digitalisedsurfacemanufacturing.com/register-2/
https://digitalisedsurfacemanufacturing.com/webinars/
https://digitalisedsurfacemanufacturing.com/about/
https://digitalisedsurfacemanufacturing.com/demystifying-industry-4-0/


IDT will achieve the UK’s ambition of becoming a world
leader in the Fourth Industrial Revolution by 2030.
In a 2017 report, the World Economic Forum identified a
$100 trillion opportunity for both industry and society
through the adoption of these technologies.

Manufacturing 'Made Smarter'
The ‘Made Smarter Review’ sets out how UK manufacturing can be 

transformed through the adoption of industrial digital technology (IDT).

Adoption: more widespread adoption of

IDTs across supply chains, especially within

SMEs

Innovation: faster innovation and creation

of new IDTs, new IDT companies / value-

streams and new capabilities to sustain UK

competitive advantage

Leadership: more ambitious, informed and

focused leadership, including the creation of

a Made Smarter Commission

The review focuses on 3 priority areas informed

by the main challenges business face. They are:

Highlights:

The UK is not yet capitalising on its rapidly

growing digital sector by applying these

technologies in an industrial setting. This needs

to change. IDTs are providing a significant

opportunity to the UK’s industrial economy.

Raising UK productivity and international

competitiveness

Creating new, higher-paid, higher-skilled

jobs that add value to society and positively  

offset the displacement of poor productivity

and poorly paid jobs

Creating a new vibrant technology market

serving UK industry and attracting  foreign

investment

Improving the resource efficiency of the

UK’s industrial base, making it more

resilient  to global resource supply

disruptions

Reducing environmental impacts through

more efficient manufacturing and industrial   

processes and optimised supply chains.

IDTs represent a powerful opportunity to

recapture the UK’s industrial spirit as a nation

of ‘creators and makers’ by:

http://reports.weforum.org/digital-transformation/wp-content/blogs.dir/94/mp/files/pages/files/dti-executive-summary-website-version.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/655570/20171027_MadeSmarter_FINAL_DIGITAL.pdf


The Smart Enough Factory: Achieving Low
Cost, Low Skill, Low Risk Industry 4.0
Dr Steve Dowey is Sutton Tools Technology Manager, RMIT Industry Fellow, The

Smart Enough Factory Pty Ltd Founder. 

Industry 4.0 for Productivity and

Compliance

A smart Enough Digital Strategy

The course will be delivered in three parts.

The course will present digitalisation options in

manufacturing and show that a Smart Enough

Factory is 'smart enough' for Industry 4.0 today

and not the future, where the smart factory will

stay for some considerable time yet. Steve will

share with you the experience of introducing

low cost, low code and low risk Industry 4.0

technologies into some Australian SMEs. By

highlighting the barriers that still remain, and

demonstrating solutions, Steve will show some

Industry 4.0 patterns that you could be able to

adopt in your facility today.

He aims to show how to realise business value

from Industry 4.0 and not just consider the

technical aspects. Some of the components of

the course are:

Opinionated Frameworks

Discover your 'unknown unknowns'

The first part of the course provided an

overview with examples in preparation for the

second part of the course. The course will then

continue with more technical details describing

how you go from brief to realisation by taking

an example of an ‘imaginary firm’- Bunza Steel

of time needed to manufacture products.

First part of the course was delivered at 9:30

am- 11:30 am, UK Time on Tuesday 22nd

December 2020 and a RECORDING OF PART 1

could be accessed via our MEMBERS AREA on

the network website, which will be accessible

once you have registered at the website.

The work was supported by DMTC Ltd, AMGC,

RMIT, Sutton Tools and University of

Queensland, and Queensland Government,

Australia.

Second part will be delivered on 25 Feb 2021.
9 :30 am, UK Time 
REGISTER HERE FOR PART 2

https://digitalisedsurfacemanufacturing.com/register/
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/part-2-dsm-networkplus-free-on-line-digitalisation-and-industry-40-course-tickets-140058569953


Feasibility Studies- ROUND TWO- OPEN
Call for short Feasibility Studies on resilient bio-safe surface technologies 

Start date: 10 February 2021

Closing date: 10 March 2021, 5 pm

Feasibility projects

DSM aims to fund feasibility studies elucidating

novel understanding of the importance of

surfaces from a fundamental modelling

perspective to demonstrate how frequently

touched surfaces can make a difference to the

mode of microbial transmission. We are equally

interested to understand what makes a

particular surface protective against a

particular type of pathogen and not others.

Reliable bio-safe surface engineering

technologies require multi-disciplinary research

efforts to address the growing need in this area.

DSM wants to act as a catalyst to promote

stronger collaborations between manufacturing

and biological sciences while taking advantage

of the modern digital technologies and tools.

The Network has a strong  commitment to

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI). Priority

will be given to those bids that leverage

additional funds and/or are led by ECRs and/or

under-represented groups in engineering.

Projects should not exceed a duration of 6

months with deliverables reported every 2

months. 

Each project is capped at a value of £20k in

total based on a typical IAA cost model (no

overheads or estates costs allowed).

This funding cannot be used for the

purchase of equipment or to support PhD

studentships (top-up) in line with extant

EPSRC funding rules.

The DSM will fund two Fundamental Research

and Feasibility Studies in this round.

MORE INFORMATION COULD BE FOUND

HERE

The DSM Network is keen to promote digital
technologies to innovate cost-effective scalable
manufacturing of bio-safe surfaces.

https://digitalisedsurfacemanufacturing.com/activities/feasibility/call-feasibility-2/

